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ABSTRACT

The construction of space in children develops gradually, as they grow up and is related both to their environment and to their spatial and/or geographical experiences. According to previous studies, spatial thinking is malleable, and can be developed with the use of appropriate teaching interventions and educational material. Geospatial thinking and reading map skills required to decode map symbols are a relatively new and very interesting topic in kindergarten’s education. Significance of this study is the creation of two large-scale giant maps, laminated, and appropriate to accompany teaching material that can be used in a teaching intervention based on the Greek kindergarten curriculum. The first map (scale of 1:1000) is a map of the city of Mytilene, and the second one (scale of 1:20000) is of the island of Lesvos; both have dimensions 3X4 meters. The purpose of this study is to present the creation of spatial teaching material, so that map skills in Kindergarten education can be cultivated and developed in order to provide kindergarten teachers with large scale-giant maps and encourage them to introduce them to their teaching, as large scale-giant maps are really powerful educational tools for the development of their pupils’ spatial skills.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Geography at young ages plays a crucial role in developing children’s spatial thinking and building their geographical skills. Thus, Geography is quite valuable, and it should be explicitly taught in school at a very young age, because, as children develop geo-literacy skills, they could better understand and experience the world around them; it also helps them have fun [1]. Teaching kids about maps means providing them with skills and understanding required to read, interpret, and produce maps, while teaching with maps means enabling kids to learn spatial reasoning and problem solving through maps [2]. The main element of Geography is the space, the understanding of its various forms [3] and the understanding of how the individual can interpret space structurally, symbolically, and functionally [4]. According to [5: 315-316], space is divided in: (1) "figural space," the space that is understood when the person is still; (2) "vista space," which is larger than the person and is perceived with little movement (one room, one square); (3) "environmental space," the space that is much larger than the body and in order to be perceived the person should move in it (buildings, neighbourhoods, cities); and (4) in "geographical space," which cannot be perceived only by movement, but symbolic representation is required to understand it. Maps and models can turn "geographical space" into "figural space," thus making it understandable. The way we think about space, when referring to a smaller level, is called spatial thinking or spatial abilities, whereas, when referring to large geographical space, is referred to either as geospatial thinking or as geospatial abilities [6].
Children interact with the space around them, experience it, discover and explore it and, by interacting with it, build their perception and knowledge [7]. Space [8] is gradually structured from the first year of life and the movements of the body are essential. Children of 2-6 years of age can gradually represent mentally the surrounding area, while they do have difficulties understanding the geographical space.

This research suggests an effective teaching intervention with the use of appropriate teaching material that will lead to kindergarten pupils’ development of spatial abilities and reading map skills according to the curriculum of the kindergarten.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Geography and spatial skills in kindergarten

Spatial skills are neglected in schools in contrast with language and mathematics [9], despite the fact that spatial skills can be improved when appropriately planned interventions are available [10].

The environment of the kindergarten provides opportunities to children to get acquainted with the concept of space and acquire spatial skills [11]. In order to achieve better performance in spatial activities, kids need appropriate pedagogical interventions that encourage, support, plan and implement age-appropriate activities, by using games (like puzzle or brick games) and “spatial” words, thus encouraging movements and gestures, routes and by using maps or models [12]. Although all agree teaching spatial skills interventions should start from kindergarten, there have not been enough studies on the development of spatial thinking at this age.

Practicing with appropriate activities - such as mental rotation - and in a proper pedagogical environment, by incorporating and including spatial symbols, [13] argues that it helps to develop quick and more effective spatial thinking. The use of verbal, mathematical and spatial representations should be integrated into the educational process. Davis and Hyun [14] argue that, when children are asked to represent their home space, they can work together, negotiate and with a high expression of spatial representation to construct the map. Spatial scale skills are developed particularly between 3 and 5 years of age (preschool age) with great differentiation between individuals [15].

Gender spatial abilities studies in young children have controversial results. According to some researchers, boys outperform girls in activities that require spatial ability and perception [16], navigation in a straight and inclined plane [17] and in skills requiring spatial-visual talent [18]. Differences in Visuo-Spatial Working Memory (VSWM) lead to differences in orientation ability with boys achieving better. Nevertheless, when orientation activities do not require a high degree of spatial-visual memory, gender differences are eliminated, argue [19]. Early interventions can have great effect on spatial performance of both genders [20]. However, there are studies which found no gender differences in visual-spatial skills [21], in mental rotation ability [22] and in spatial ability in young children [23].

What is also important is the impact of socioeconomic status [24] and the different spatial play experiences, as boys are more likely to play with blocks and spatial toys that have been found to increase spatial abilities [25]. However, when boys and girls have both equal access to blocks, it has been shown that there have been no gender differences in blocks building skills [26]. [27] insist that spatial ability is higher among young girls and favor boys as they are getting older. Both genders use different strategies for orientation and mental rotation [28]. Individuals who are
capable of using more strategies achieve more, while those with higher spatial abilities can better express their strategies verbally [29].

Vital for spatial thinking development is the understanding of the structure of space and the knowledge of what we can do in it. Geography and cartography with map making provide a basic tool for representing, describing, and understanding space and the relationships that govern it [30: 36]. Since 1988, it has been established that the practice of using maps in kindergarten [31] is an appropriate tool to develop spatial skills and skills needed in geographical education. Maps are much more than pointing the way; they are tools to think as they present a wide variety of other variables (economic, population, etc.) [32].

Maps are crucial for children to acquire geographic knowledge and map skills at the kindergarten [31], and can be introduced in kindergarten classroom as a tool to improve spatial thinking and eliminate gender or socioeconomic differences [32]. Reviews indicate that, although teachers are sceptical as to whether children can use a map effectively [2], children, instead, love maps both in preschool [33] and in primary school [34]. Although pupils do not actually use maps before and have minimal training, they usually know how to use them. However, pupils with less developed spatial abilities were found to create "poor" map drawings, make fewer movements, and have poorer vocabulary when exposed to large-scale maps [35]. Giant maps can represent much different spatial information associated with symbols on the map surface [36]. Large-scale maps allow children of 3-6 years of age to explore them with their entire bodies with sensory experiences, kinesthetic learning, and hands-on activities. They can recognize places, use landmarks, show points of interest on the map, understand size differences, compare distances, orient themselves and recognize symbols that represent real objects [37]. Studies have shown that children are more familiar with their narrow environment (neighbourhood), and are able to recognize important city attractions [38]. Large-scale maps are of greater interest to pupils and teachers, and can incorporate other subjects into teaching. Moreover, although boys and girls respond differently, while dealing with maps, reduction in inequalities has been observed in their spatial thinking [39: 189]. Large-scale in giant maps present spatial information in greater details and size, thus making it easier for young children to understand.

What is recommended for young children teaching intervention is to use specific activities that require body movement, and then to build on this knowledge with the use of gestures [40]. Simultaneous use of gestures and speech are more effective [41]. Children who actively explore their environment are more able to handle spatial-visual information, while those with low spatial abilities can verbally describe their environment but cannot mentally represent it [42]. [43] argue that learning space, sizes and time should be done through movement. When children interpret with maps, there was greater improvement in children who made gestures and movements with their bodies that simulated the movement of objects on maps. When children use gestures instead of body movements, it has been shown that children had to generalize, a fact that led to the improvement of their abilities even after the end of the intervention.

In the Greek kindergarten curriculum spatial thinking and learning of geographical concepts do not exist with autonomous activities; instead, they are integrated in various learning subjects [44], such as: a. in environmental studies and, more specifically, in "the child in the wider human-induced environment"; b. the construction of maps and spatial codes, in the direction of planning language activities; and c. in the unit of mathematics and, more specifically, in "simple time-spatial concepts," with emphasis on the dimension "space". It is clear that Geography and, more particularly, the development of spatial thinking is not a subject of high importance or first priority in Greek kindergarten education.
3. METHODOLOGY

3.1. Procedure

The purpose of this study is to introduce Geography and reading map skills in kindergarten by creating two large-scale giant maps: one of Mytilene city and one of the island of Lesvos, with their accompanying teaching material, so an effective teaching intervention is designed.

All these procedures, which are discussed below, must follow an instructional model that supports the teaching intervention and all activities, design, and creation of maps as well as the creation and collection of teaching material. After a review of most popular instructional models had been made [45, 46] the Addie model was found to be the most commonly used instructional model for training needs. We considered Addie model an effective design method and flexible enough to help us create successful teaching material and intervention.

Addie model is a five-phase process (and an acronym of these five phases) which are:

1. Analysis. In this phase, the researcher should know all about the learners’ needs, previous knowledge, and choices.
2. Design. This is the phase we design maps, materials, and the teaching intervention.
3. Development. It refers to the creation of all the models have been designed in the previous phase and the detailed writing of the intervention. Before development phase has been completed, the researcher has the opportunity to run a pilot session, to take some feedback on the designed course and adjust it, if necessary.
4. Implementation. This is where the designed course, after all the adjustments (if necessary) have been made, is put into action. Now, it is the use and test of the large-scale giant maps, the other materials, and the teaching intervention if they are appropriate for the pupils. If researcher’s work was well organized in the previous phases, this stage will be smooth and successful.
5. Evaluation. Evaluation has two parts. The first one is a formative evaluation at all stages; it is an ongoing procedure after every phase and evaluates every step. The second one is a summative evaluation, when final evaluation of maps, teaching materials and intervention is made.

According to ADDIE model:

3.1.1. Analysis

All theoretical review was presented at the beginning, and the next step was to determine the population and the sample that would participate in the research according to the needs and knowledge had been described.

Population and Sample

Initially, a study was conducted in 2 different classes of a kindergarten school in Mytilene. After the evaluation of the findings and after the necessary (if needed) improvements had been made, the study was carried out using the same questionnaire in different kindergartens in the city of Mytilene that had been divided into experimental and control groups, at the end of the school year in order to test the teaching intervention and the giant maps as suitable spatial teaching objects. The total number of children participating in the study were to be about 100, 4 to 6 years of age.
In Greek kindergarten, children who on the 31st of December of the year of registration would be five (5) years old are called “nipia/toddlers” or first-age, while those who on the 31st of December of the year of registration would be four (4) years old are called “pro-nipia/preschoolers” or second age.

3.1.2. Design

Spatial thinking in education and, particularly, in Greek kindergarten is integrated in other learning subjects as there is no geography in it. There are few activities related to these topics in kindergarten, and these are usually done without children using a map. There is a lack of research focusing on using maps to cultivate spatial skills. Familiarity with the use of maps, the acquisition of spatial language skills and understanding the conventions governing reading, understanding, and using a map is a new field in planning kindergarten activities. In this study, the use of a map is the basis of teaching intervention, which took place within the context of Greek kindergarten curriculum.

Our study used a questionnaire for kids at the end of the school year in kindergarten, and we found that their spatial abilities were very poor. Preschoolers who had attended the kindergarten program for 2 years performed better than preschoolers who had attended only one, but the knowledge of both groups remained quite low. From the results it became clear that, since the teaching of spatial and geographical skills is a new field in kindergarten, there is no appropriate educational material for their teaching.

Trying to fill in this gap, we based on the National Geographic Society’s giant maps to create maps and material proper for kindergarten interventions. This educational material was created or collected by the researchers.

Maps were the cornerstone of this research as they formed the basis of the proposed intervention, and were to be accompanied by appropriately designed teaching material. The activities on the map were designed to help children become familiar with reading map skills, spatial skills and being able to use a map effectively.

Familiarizing children with maps is a new field in preschool education. The importance of making children able to decode the symbols of the map is extremely crucial and useful for developing their spatial thinking. In this study the two maps were designed to be cartographically accurate, attractive, and suitable for kindergarten children.

The researchers created two maps 3x4 meters each. One was the city of Mytilene map on a scale of 1:1000, and the other was of the island of Lesvos with a scale of 1:20000. The really large scale and the giant size of the maps were crucial as they could present a large number of features to be used in the activities. Kindergarten students prefer to working with large-scale maps where they can depict places and are easy to interpret [36]. The large size allows children to walk on it, lie down, take measurements with their bodies or objects, search and find familiar places on the map.

Each map had a purpose for which it was created, for this reason the map “city of Mytilene”, scale 1:1000, mainly lacked details that would not be useful for children and would create noise, such as name of public buildings, museums, banks, which are concentrated in the central part of the city, and which would not help children understand the map around their neighbourhoods. On the map of Lesvos, scale 1: 20000, the hydrographic and the main road network were highlighted. In this way the children would be able to place cars on it to play and learn how they could go to the villages or locations of the island, which they often visit with their parents, thus
understanding how they move. The scale also helped depict the settlements as polygons and not as points, giving the children to understand their shape. The map even included the names of the five largest mountains of the island, which are indicators, when one moves on the island.

The maps were printed on vinyl, so those oversized floor maps to be one-piece, easily wrapped and transported. The data had been updated by the researchers to ensure the highest possible accuracy for each scale. It was important for the study that children could find familiar landmarks on the maps, their home and the homes of relatives and friends, well-known places such as parks, stadiums, schools on the map of the city and their villages of relatives’ villages and places they had visit on the island map. On the map, North is symbolized by an arrow and the letter B (from “Βόρρας”, in Greek- North) so that would be easy for preschoolers to understand it. The symbols of the scale were displayed with graphics and numbers at the bottom of the map, and they would be explained in a nutshell, while the title, legend and north would be explained analytically.

Considering kindergarten children’s age and trying to avoid excessive information that could confuse them, we removed many elements from the large-scale map and created a map with clarity that, at first, would have less information (than its large-scale would justify) but along the way with mobile elements (cards and objects) the map would be gradually enriched according to the development of the children’s spatial ability and reading map skills. Thus, the large-scale giant maps were child-friendly, and kids could sit on them, walk, and do activities and measurements with their bodies without being provided with too much information that might be difficult for them to elaborate. The represented features could be visible and consistent with the scale and purpose of the map, and they were always grouped and classified according to these criteria. Our aim was the most accurate representation of reality and the clear, understandable symbolization of the mapped features and the symbols of the map legend [47: 78-81]. According to the Robinson and his colleagues [48:387], the goals were of two kinds:

• Real: It was a necessity for the researchers to clarify the information (data) that would be represented on each map, considering both the pupil’s young age and the cartographic accuracy of the maps.
• Aesthetics: Colours, hue, value, saturation, brightness and colour combinations, shapes and size had to be chosen in such a way that the final map would be balanced, aesthetically pleasing and attractive to the young pupils. The final map had to be an interesting teaching material with proper artistic data expressions, able to help preschoolers interact with it and learn from it. Visual balance and hierarchy were important, so all information on the maps was displayed with adequate emphasis and positioned properly. Our maps were not too cluttered, and, finally, nothing was too intense or too bright or too big or in the wrong place; instead, all the objects on the maps had to have the right proper shape and place [48:391] and look organized. Maps with good visualization and balance encouraged children's involvement in activities, facilitated them to interact and diminished misunderstandings from unbalanced or too much information.

Important for the making of those maps was the type and the size of letters to be used on them. Kindergarten should give children access to all the letters of the alphabet according to NCRI, 2011 [49] and encouraged them to "read" and "write" with or without pattern (copy) all letters. It is important for them to recognize enough letters, to distinguish upper from lowercase letters, and to understand the different use of capital and small letters [50]. Literature suggests that the lowercase letters be included in the teaching process after the uppercase letters [51]. Letters on the Mytilene map (Figure 1) that would be used first were chosen to be uppercase, while those on the Lesvos map (Figure 2) lowercase.
The large size of the letters (larger than letters of size 12) made letters readable for young children attending first grade [52]. The font was chosen to be simple fine lines without any slant, extra horizontal strokes (sans-serif type) or characteristics such as stroke width, and letter height and width as it was found [53] that simple fonts are preferable for kindergarten and first grade elementary school pupils, as they provide readability and legibility.

The colour palettes used on the maps were chosen using appropriate software to come to an aesthetic result and take into account to match certain colours with certain real-world things: blue (water), green (forest). Important was the use of the right hue, intensity, and saturation. All symbols were made to be as simple as possible without extra lines or layers. Design and shape of the symbols made in order to have the proper visualization and the correct size according to the importance, the correct direction and colour harmony [54] using visual variables correctly.

3.1.3. Development

The data of the maps were updated, the colours were chosen and the design was completed in previous phase, test prints and corrections were made and then the final map of the city of Mytilene was printed in this phase (Map1, Figure 1).

The procedure of making the map of the city of Mytilene presented on Figure 1.

![Map 1. Map of the City of Mytilene](image)

The procedure of making the map of the island of Lesvos presented in Figure 2.
Observations made on this map led to further improvements to the map of the island of Lesvos (e.g. the size of the legend), then we made test printouts and the final printing (Map 2).  

Teaching material that had been collected or created by the researchers to support geographical knowledge and spatial abilities activities would be used in the teaching intervention project. This material consists of compasses, miniatures from houses, buildings, cars, mopeds, people, plants, laminated cards with pictures of typical city buildings, laminated cards with island products, cards with orientation symbols, hoops, ribbons, cones, bricks, and ropes.  

Data were collected by using a pre- and post-questionnaire to investigate: a) the kindergarten’s children ability to read a map; b) their ability to identify and clarify map symbols, such as title and legend; c) to understand basic features, such as the symbols of roads, rivers, cities, the colour, or the reason of the different sizes of the letters; d) the scale of a map; e) their skills to navigate on the map; and f) their ability to sketch a simple map. Due to the pupils’ age and their inability to read and write the completion of questionnaire was done (pre-) and was to be done (post) again with Kindergarten teachers’ or the researcher’s help, who would ask the questions and write the
answers. Some questions on how to create a map, how to draw a road or how to put point symbols on the map were completed by the children themselves.

Children's knowledge was studied at the end of the school year using a questionnaire and showed their small spatial knowledge and skills. The teaching intervention material was created, and then, this teaching intervention would be applied in the classroom. All preschoolers participating in the survey would complete the same questionnaire at the beginning and at the end of the school year. The children of the experimental group would attend the teaching intervention using large-scale giant maps that we had made, while the control group not.

Answers to each question of the questionnaire were categorized and points were given, the correct answer had 1 or 2 grades, the wrong answer 0, and the maximum was 60 grades. Thus, each preschooler had a score in each question and a total score. Then, a quantitative analysis of the children's scores would be done to get the final findings of the study.

3.2. The teaching procedure

Our teaching intervention implied hands-on activities as a way for preschoolers both to learn about and with maps. Furthermore, the children were encouraged to be active, speak, reflect upon and create in an active and participative way [55]. The teaching intervention was designed to be implemented in three stages:

1. Introductory activities with a simple map, the use of the compass and the four cardinal directions. This stage lasted 2 to 3 teaching hours, 1 day or 2 days.
2. Activities using the large-scale giant maps dimensions 3x4 meters in which children could recognize well known places, their neighbourhood, their school, their villages [14].

3.2.1. Activities using the large-scale giant map of Mytilene city

Indicative activities: Children learned that a map is a representation of the world that describe and convey information graphically. In this map children learned the symbols of the map: title, legend, orientation (B and/or arrow) and "read" the map. They placed the map in the correct orientation, turning it up to point B pointing North (Βορράς, in Greek). Children decoded the legend with the help of kindergarten teachers and looked for well-known public buildings, such as: the police station, the hospital, schools, churches, kindergartens, or buildings where their parents worked, and they tried to find their homes or houses known to them on the map. They learned to use the map in problem-solving activities "I'm at school and I want to go to the hospital, but I want to pick up my brother from the nearby nursery, how am I going?" "which way should I take to go to my dad's work at the police station?" They measured distances and found that the distance from one point to another and the path they follow is not in a straight line. They surrounded the neighbourhoods with wreaths and described what was inside the wreath and what they could find there. They “drove” a car on the road to their home and saw the need for landmarks. They found out which children lived nearby, and verbally described the distance or route they had to follow to meet them. They read the names of the streets on paper and tried to find them in a specific place on the map. The letters on this map were uppercase.

3.2.2. Activities with the large-scale giant map of the island of Lesvos

Indicative activities: Children observed the two maps both spread out on the floor, and could observe the difference in their scale. A large map (first one) was just the red mark on the other map (second one). The difference between Lesvos and Mytilene (capital of the island) that often confuses children was clear, and children could see the difference with their own eyes. The
activities to learn to use the North for orientation, to read the title and the legend were often repeated. The kindergarten teacher helped the children observe the relief of the island and learn what a mountain, a plain, a river, a bay, a gulf, a port and altitude is, and how they were represented in colour on the map by reading the legend to them. Typical points - such as salt pans, airport, port, and their usual symbolism - were shown on the map with mobile laminated cards. It became clear to the children that a map is always the creation of a cartographer and, despite the usual conventions governing a map, it is always necessary to read the legend. Children could make movements on the map, make gestures to guide their team member to complete a mission on the map, use cars to travel to villages and certain places; they were also asked to make assumptions about distances and route length and confirm them experimentally. They used the map following instructions (e.g. one step to the left, then 2 steps to the right), they solved problems (if I want to buy salt, where will I go? If I am in Agiasos - a mountainous village of Lesvos - which is the nearest beach to go swimming?). They used cards with symbols [56] to show what is in each place, for example, beach and airport.

The teaching material and the entire teaching intervention had been tested in pre-test activities.

3.3. The pilot session sample

In this paper presenting the findings of the pilot session as the last two phases of the Addie model (implementation and evaluation) will be completed later. The total number of pupils participating to the pilot session was 42; 21 pupils were in the experimental group, and 21 pupils were in the control group. Both groups attended the two classes of the same kindergarten in Mytilene. The distribution in the kindergarten classes was done in absolute alphabetical order, after the children had first been divided into groups according to age, gender and willing to attend the all-day program. Finally, the number of girls and boys, toddlers and preschoolers were the same.

The pilot session was very interesting and engaging for the children, and some of their photos are presenting in Figure 3.

The boys were 16 and the girls 26. The children who on December 31 of the year of registration reached the age of five years were 26 (15 girls and 11 boys), and those who reached the age of four were 16 (11 girls and 5 boys), the youngest child at the beginning of the pilot session was 4 years old, and the eldest 6, 5 years old with an average age of 5,2 years old.
4. RESULTS AND FINDINGS

We found that, while both groups had students with similar abilities at the beginning, at the end, the improvement of the experimental group was spectacular (Table 1). The maximum score of the control group became 36.5 from 37 and the mean from 17.76 became 20.57. This indicates that there was improvement during the year, but some skills were not taught at all to the control group. The improvement of the experimental group was impressive, the minimum score from 8.5 became 52, the maximum from 32 was 60 and the mean from 18.07 became 57.36.

Table 1. Total grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total grades at the beginning of the school year</th>
<th>Total grades at the end of the school year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analysis of children who on December 31 of the year of registration reach the age of five (5) years showed the significant improvement of the experimental group, the maximum score from 32 increased to 60 the mean from 20.54 increased to 58.33, while in the control group the mean increased from 21.28 to 24.67, whereas the maximum score had a slight decrease from 37 to 36.5 (Table 2).

Table 2. Grades of children who on December 31 of the year of registration reach the age of five (5) years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total grades at the beginning of the school year</th>
<th>Total grades at the end of the school year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Children’s improvement in experimental group who on December 31 of the year of registration reach the age of four (4) years was extremely impressive. Initially, the minimum score was 8.5 and became 52, while the maximum from 20.5 to 60 and mean from 14.77 rose to 57.36 (Table 3). Initially, control group had a minimum of 7 and became 8.5, whereas the maximum was 16 and became 15 and mean from 10.71 became 12.35.

Table 3. Grades of children who on December 31 of the year of registration reach the age of four (4) years

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total grades at the beginning of the school year</th>
<th>Total grades at the end of the school year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Min</td>
<td>Max</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A comparison between boys and girls’ grades (Tables 4 and 5) at the beginning of the school year shows that boys performed little better than girls in both groups on maximum and mean scores and in minimum of control group. The boys of the control group had minimum 7 maximum 37 and mean 18.93, whereas girls had 7.5 35.5 and 17.18, respectively. Girls of both groups had almost similar means and boys of the experimental group had a slight better mean 19.16 to 18.93. At the end of the school year, the boys in the control group showed a slight improvement with the minimum grade to become 8.5 and the mean 19.28 but the maximum performance from 37
decreased to 31.50 and girls’ minimum became 10.5 maximum 36.5 and mean 21.21. Experimental group showed significant improvement without any differences between the two groups. Boys had a minimum of 52.5, and the girls 52, both boys and girls had maximum 60, boys’ mean were 57.33 and the girls’ 57.37. Skills that the boys had in the beginning of the year were declined, while those of the girls were improved.

Table 4. Boys’ grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total grades at the beginning of the school year</th>
<th>Total grades at the end of the school year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Girls’ grades

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total grades at the beginning of the school year</th>
<th>Total grades at the end of the school year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>7.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It was found that Geography and reading map skills, when taught in the traditional way, children only slightly improve their skills and knowledge during the school year. The maximum performance in the control group was 37 by a boy at the beginning of the year who on December 31 of the year of registration reaches the age of five (5) years. Children who on December 31 of the year of registration reached the age of four (4) years had a slight decrease (16 to 15) at the end of the study.

After the proposed teaching intervention with the use of large-scale giant maps and the supporting teaching material that accompanied them, all children had impressive improvement. Scores of experimental group after teaching intervention with the use of large maps and the supporting teaching material were impressive. All children had a great improvement with the older children having better performance. Even older preschoolers had a better final score, smaller children who on December 31 of the year of registration reached the age of four (4) years had a slight decrease (16 to 15) at the end of the study.

Findings agree with previous researches, and indicate that Geography and reading map skills can be taught in young children with proper teaching interventions and teaching materials [57]. These findings indicate that teaching intervention using large-scale giant maps and the accompanying teaching materials leads to impressive children’s scores in teaching and developing Geography and reading map skills and is absolutely proper to use in kindergarten pupils.

The two final phases will take place later, and we now have just presented the first three phases of the pilot session and their evaluations, such as the large-scale giant maps, the teaching material and the teaching intervention. Teaching Geography and reading map skills and developing spatial thinking is a very new topic in kindergarten curriculum. Spatial thinking is relatively new field in education and is almost non-existent in kindergarten’s education, without clearly targeted and well-organized activities described in the kindergarten curriculum; there is no proposal for appropriate spatial teaching material either. This study aims to fill in this gap and be a complete, sufficient, and effective proposal for teaching in kindergarten.
5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

This is a part of the study that aims to fill in a big gap in spatial education by trying to adapt the National Geographic Society’s giant maps concept and make it suitable for the Greek kindergarten’s children; it has also presented a teaching intervention, maps, and teaching material.

First findings indicate kids’ strong interest in and love of large-scale giant maps and the impressive scores in geographic knowledge and reading map skills of experimental group. It is a very hopeful proposal to fill in the gap in teaching Geography and reading map skills in kindergarten.

We have observed a decrease in control group’s maximum scores (excluding girls) at the end of the school year. The first questionnaires (at the beginning of the school year) were completed shortly after October (kindergartens start on September 11), and during this time the children are taught basic knowledge of the island of Lesvos where they live. The knowledge acquired at the beginning of the school year in control group was not maintained by some of them until the end of the school year.

Pilot sessions have shown the great improvement of the children who attended the teaching intervention using the large-scale giant maps and the big difference in the degree of achievement between the experimental group and the control group in the end of the school year. The children in the control group who attended kindergarten for 2 years had a significantly lower performance than the children of the experimental group who attended only 1 year in kindergarten in the end of the school year, although in the beginning of the school the mean of the children attending their first year in kindergarten was almost half of the mean of the children of the next grade.

We have found no gender differences, so our findings agree with previous research [23]. Pupils have shown great interest in the specific project with using large-scale giant maps, as previous studies refer to [39], and loving maps, the joy and fun that these spatial activities on the large-scale giant maps have given them.

This study could encourage kindergarten teachers to introduce spatial thinking, Geography and reading map skills as teaching topics and provide them with basic ideas and proposals of how to incorporate them in their teaching. Considering that early intervention is crucial for individual development, the malleability of spatial thinking and the fact that spatial skills can be improved when interventions properly designed as suggested by researchers [58, 11], introducing geography from kindergarten [1] can have a significant impact on children’s geographical and spatial thinking and improve their spatial outcomes. The intervention we are proposing could be an answer. Focusing on the age group of 4-6 years and considering the great importance of early intervention in improving children’ skills [10], the proposed intervention is particularly important even if it has not been extensively tested. The lack of proper spatial training of kindergarten teachers could be addressed with this intervention with hands-on activities and kindergarten teachers could be encouraged to use it.

The pilot session has shown the great effectiveness of the proposed teaching intervention with the use of large-scale giant maps in the kindergarten. With no gender differences and with lot of fun, kindergarten pupils of the experimental group achieved great performance in reading map skills and geographic knowledge.
When the implementation and the evaluation of the two final phases are completed, we can have strong data on the success of the teaching intervention and the adequacy of using large-scale giant maps and their accompanying teaching material.

6. RECOMMENDATIONS

This is only a part of the three first phases of the study and presents the creation of the two large scale giant maps, the creation or selection of the accompanied to maps teaching material, the designed teaching intervention, and the pilot session of the designed teaching intervention. This research sample is not a representative one, it is just a pilot session sample, and the research was done only in one kindergarten in the city of Mytilene.

This research is self-funded.
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